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Please note: 
 
For fuller details of the topics covered in this booklet, please 
see: 
 
1 "Six Days. Darwin or Both?" = free pdf download  
either via: www.fsmins.org / publications 
or directly from me by email: ojdb80@hotmail.com 
 
2 The other YEC websites and books listed at the end of this 
booklet 
 
 
 
Revd Oliver Bayley 
Southampton 
July 2014 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
a Regarding Oliver Bayley 
�Degree in Geography 
�Minister of the Gospel, not a specialist, not a scientist  
�These Early Genesis questions have cropped up 
repeatedly in schools and churches 
�The information is from sources I trust 
�There is far too much to cover this evening 
 
b This is a follow-on from Meric's Address  
�Meric a fellow Christian, a Professor, working in a branch of 
Science – authority, respect, “the last word” … 
�Any references to Meric are not personal 
�An excellent example of the theistic evolution view (TE) 
 
c Why does this debate matter? 
We are told, including by Meric:  
�This is “not a salvation issue …”:: 
- That is quite true for Christian believers 
-  But Theistic Evolution confuses, divides and distracts 
Christians 
�That is quite UNtrue for non-Christian believers, because:  
- “Darwin shows the Bible to be wrong …” 
- “Darwin gives a sound reason to reject a Creator God”  
�Souls are at stake 
�The veracity of the Bible is at stake 
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2 THE JOURNEY SO FAR 
 
�First: Young Earth Creationism (YEC) / which believes 
early Genesis is scientific and historic fact 
�Then the “Enlightenment”, so-called, leading to…. 
= New assumptions, but based on the same evidence 
= New long-age spectacles - "It LOOKS OLD!" 
= Based on REASON and ..... 
“UNIFORMITARIANISM”  
=“The Present is the Key to the Past” …. 
= The way things are NOW is the way things ALWAYS 
HAVE BEEN  
= So its all obviously very old, and the rates we measure 
now (= Science) have been constant all the way back 
 
�The scene was thus set for (Darwinian) Macro-
Evolution (DME) / which believes no God is necessary  
�The Church saw there was a problem and began to go 
along with long ages and uniformitarianism .... 
� and turned to TE to square the circle .... 
 
�Then came: Theistic Evolution / = TE / a Christian 
offspring of DME - which believes that God used DME 
 
We must now distinguish between two terms used for 
evolution: 
�MICRO-evolution / = change WITHIN species /  IS 
OBSERVABLE, TESTABLE and REPRODUCIBLE  / So 
Micro evolution IS Science… YEC has no problem 
�MACRO-evolution (= DME) / = change ACROSS species / 
is NOT OBSERVABLE, NOT TESTABLE, NOT 
REPRODUCIBLE / So is NOT Science 
�DME is ONLY ASSUMPTION, ONLY BELIEF 
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AND 
�Uniformitarianism is PURE ASSUMPTION 
� And DME and TE are NOT Science, but ONLY BELIEF - 
just like YEC, bringing us to this chart: 
 
 

The Significance of Early GenesisThe Significance of Early Genesis

YEC (Belief)YEC (Belief)

DME (Belief)DME (Belief)

TE (Belief)TE (Belief)

 
 
 
Which Belief has the best evidence in support? 
 
This debate is NOT between Science and Faith 
It IS between BELIEF AND BELIEF,  
and between EVIDENCE and EVIDENCE 
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3 THEISTIC EVOLUTION (TE)     
 
Setting the scene ....  
�Meric: "The evidence for DME is overwhelmingly strong 
and widely accepted". When asked later, he gave 2 
examples - eg transitional fossils …  
 - eg 50% of our genome is shared with bananas” … 
(You see the Assumption? We have a Common Ancestor / 
But it is just as valid to say - We have a Common Designer) 
�Meric: The evidence for YEC is virtually non-existent - 
“There is no geological evidence for a major flood” … 
�That is the only evidence he gave 
 
So the implications of that approach: 
�Rejection of YEC is normal and fine for Christians 
�Rejection of DME involves “committing intellectual suicide” 
(Meric’s Home Page) 
�YEC = a few weirdoes in America, only since 100 years 
ago, a nuisance and distraction 
�Concerning witnessing and evangelism, acceptance of 
DME / rejection of YEC removes a hindrance, a great help 
 
So, the Effects of TE on YEC 
�YEC are made to feel a tiny minority of weird freaks 
�Strong pressure for “normal” Christians to shun eg preface 
to questions to Meric 
(Ties in with Dawkins: “Ignore,don’t debate, ridicule ”) 
So the scene is set! 
DME and TE very confident, very dismssive 
 
Let's begin to unpack this .... 
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4 THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
 
�1 Conception 
�2 Hypothesis, to be testable 
�3 Experimentation, to be reproducible 
�4 Defence of thesis 
 
BUT: 
�Darwin only did 1 & 4; he ignored 2 & 3 
�DME is NOT Science, it is PURE BELIEF 
�TE is the offspring of DME 
 
5 THE LOGIC UNDERLYING THEISTIC EVOLUTION  
 
a The Logic goes like this: 
�God is a God of truth 
�God would not, and does not, mislead 
�If Reason and Science show us the Earth is old and that 
DME has occurred, and the Scriptures are God’s Truth, then 
clearly early Genesis is NOT to be read as being scientific or 
historic / that YEC is a mistake 
�We now realise that God used DME as His method of 
creation  
�In the light of this realisation, to regard Genesis 1-11 as 
scientific or historic misuses Scripture and dishonours God  
�So, we regard Genesis 1-11 as a collection of pre-history 
“myths” gathered from other cultures, with theological value 
for us if we so choose 
 
b YEC Response to the Logic Underlying TE  
�God is a God of truth - YES 
�God does not mislead - YES 
�Reason & Science DO NOT show us the Earth is old! - that 
is PURE ASSUMPTION 
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�Genesis is NOT a collection of “myths” gathered from 
elsewhere – it pre-dates any rivals 
�GOD HAS NOT MISLED!! … 
�He has told us plainly and clearly WHAT He did, WHEN He 
did it, and HOW LONG it took Him 
�WHAT MORE DO WE WANT????!!!! 
 
So - what is at the heart of this clash? How has it come 
about? It has come about because of human reason and 
because of .......  
 
c UNIFORMITARIANISM & APPARENT AGE 
�How old did Adam look when he was one hour old? 
�How old did the Tree of Life look when it was one day old? 
�How old did the stars look when they were two days old? 
�We ASSUME! 
�But God is NOT misleading us for He has told us what He 
did 
 
    End of Part One 
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6 GENESIS 1-11 AND YOUNG EARTH CREATIONISM 
 
a The Orthodox Approach to God's Word 
�Acceptance by faith of – 
 - Inspiration and Revelation 
 - Infallibility and Inerrancy 
�God’s Word to be taken at face value unless obvious 
symbolism or imagery is being used 
 
b Genesis 1–11: Some Key Facts & Implications 
 
(i) The Lord Jesus Christ  
 
The Lord's own beliefs: 
�"all things were made by him; nothing was made without 
him" (John 1.3): 
- Literal Adam and Eve (eg Matthew 19.4)  
- Literal worldwide Flood of Genesis 6-8 (eg Matthew 24. 36-
39)  
- Literal future “great tribulation” more terrible than anything 
since "the beginning of the creation which God created" (eg 
Mark 13.19) – worse than the Flood  
- "It is written" .... 
 
TE's reactions to the Lord's own beliefs:  
�Jesus was a Jewish man of his time 
�His understanding was limited 
�Some of the things he believed and taught we now know to 
be wrong … 
YEC responds to that with:  
�So Jesus got some things wrong?!  
�How do we know which things He got right and which 
things He got wrong? 
�On what basis do we decide? – human assumption again? 
�So we now know more than the Son of God?? 
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(ii) Other Scriptures  
�Job 22.15-17 – thought to be the oldest book in the Bible: 
wicked men were "cut down out of time, whose foundation 
was overthrown with a flood”  
�II Peter 2.5 - God "spared not the old world, but saved 
Noah the eighth person, a preacher of righteousness, 
bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly"  
�II Peter 3.3-7  
 - "in the last days scoffers will come” (v 3) 
 - "walking after their own lusts“ (v 3) 
 - "all things continue as from the beginning of the   
   creation" (v 4) 
 - “willingly are ignorant …the world that then was, being 
   overflowed with water, perished" (vv 5-6)   
�There are 107 quotations from, or allusions to, Genesis 
Chapters 1 – 11 in the New Testament 
 
(iii) The Creation Account - goes against DME / TE: 
�All "according to their kinds" (1.20 ff) 
�All were vegetarian (1.29-30)  
�Creation was “VERY GOOD” (1.31) 
�Creation was FINISHED (2.1) 
 
(iv) Bloodshed and Death - goes against DME / TE: 
�Creation was cursed because of human sin (3.17-19) 
�The first blood was shed, for us, by the Lord God Himself 
(3.21) AS A RESULT OF THE FALL 
�BLOODSHED, VIOLENCE AND DEATH  ENTERED 
CREATION ONLY AFTER THE FALL, AS A RESULT OF 
HUMAN SIN 
�Creation now is NOT how it was, and is NOT how it will be 
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(v) The Ages of the Patriarchs = not a problem for YEC: 
�We ASSUME Adam living to the age of 930 is nonsense, 
BECAUSE people do not live that long today 
�That is UNIFORMITARIANISM in action! 
�We have no scientific reason to say that Adam did not live 
to 930 
�And Adam lived through the sixth day … 
 

Some Key Facts & Implications Some Key Facts & Implications 

The Flood and the PatriarchsThe Flood and the Patriarchs
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We see here matter-of-fact evidence: 
- a meticulous genealogy: does that suggest this is mere 
myth? 
- the decrease in lifespans after the Flood, caused 
presumably by the collapse of the vapour canopy above the 
atmosphere, which now gave far less protection for the Earth 
from the Sun's rays 
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(vi) The Flood = not a problem for YEC / very great 
problem for DME / TE: 
�70% of the Earth is under water 
�75% of the land above sea level consists of sedimentary 
(water-laid) rocks  
�Average depth of the sea is 2½ miles 
�Average height of the land is ½ mile 
�If the land was a perfect sphere, the sea would cover the 
land to a great depth 
�Sea levels have dropped “by miles” 
�The dimensions of the ark  
�The meticulous dates given for the Flood 
�Cave evidence 
�Global flood stories 
 
(vii) The Fossils = not a problem for YEC / very great 
problems for DME / TE: 
�The Fossils – conditions required 
  - 1 Water    
  - 2 Sediment   
  - 3 Speed  
  - 4 Dead things 
�ie, “CATASTROPHISM” NOT UNIFORMITARIANISM 
�Virtually no pre-Cambrian fossils … 
�Virtually no “transitional” fossils … 
�Wrong order of fossils and rocks … 
 
(viii) Quick not Slow  
�Very rapid burial  
�Vast fossil graveyards …  
�Rapid lithification 
�Polystrate fossils  
�Mount Saint Helens  
�Polonium haloes  
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(ix) Young Not Old  
�Too much oil   
�Instability of DNA   
�Not enough sea salt   
�Not enough helium and hydrogen   
�Not enough people   
�Not enough Moon dust  
 
(x) The Tower of Babel 
�Knowledge of Genesis in Chinese -   
  

Genesis 1Genesis 1––11: 11: 

The Tower of Babel and ChineseThe Tower of Babel and Chinese

�� ““create” = dust / life or motion /mouth or create” = dust / life or motion /mouth or 

person / speak / walkperson / speak / walk

�� “devil” = garden / man / secret / life or “devil” = garden / man / secret / life or 

motionmotion

�� “covet” = woman / two trees“covet” = woman / two trees

�� “boat” = vessel / eight / mouth or person“boat” = vessel / eight / mouth or person

�� “to judge” = mouth / words / lamb“to judge” = mouth / words / lamb

 
 
�The origin of languages 
�The origin of subsequent “World Faiths” 
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7 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
 
a God could have, but would not and did not use DME: 
�His Word clearly tells us He didn’t; He has NOT misled 
�Why would He use TE? – slow, cruel, violent, wasteful, in 
no way “very good”; contrary to His revealed character 
�A crucial point: TE assumes bloodshed, suffering and 
death BEFORE the Fall, thus flatly contradicting 
Scripture and the Gospel 
 
�We are all in the realm of belief 
�The evidence AGAINST DME / TE is very strong, on both 
scientific and scriptural grounds 
�The evidence FOR YEC is very strong, on both scientific 
and scriptural grounds 
�The Church has needlessly yielded the scientific 
ground 
  
b Regarding the veracity of Scripture:  
Just assume Genesis 1-11 means what it says after all, 
see the difference that this would make to Christian 
witness and evangelism: 
eg: Biblical authority restored, despite the ridicule 
eg: The human instinct to reject God is exposed 
eg: God's existence is strongly established 
eg: God's character is strongly emphasised: 
eg: The Gospel message: We ARE accountable to Him / We 
ARE in trouble / God HAS provided the Escape Route 
eg: The origin of world faiths 
eg: A rolling-back of the universal dominance of DME  
eg: A re-alignment of thinking and method in human decison-
making - politics, education, social policy, environmentalism, 
gender issues, life and death issues, economic policy, etc  
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The Significance of Early GenesisThe Significance of Early Genesis

�� ““Good Science always affirms Scripture”Good Science always affirms Scripture”

�� “For in six days the Lord made the “For in six days the Lord made the 

heavens and the earth, the sea and all heavens and the earth, the sea and all 

which is in them, and he rested on the which is in them, and he rested on the 

seventh day …” (Exodus 20.11)seventh day …” (Exodus 20.11)

�� “Millions are in the valley of decision”“Millions are in the valley of decision”

 
 
c There is nothing in Genesis 1 -11 to imply this is not 
simply a straightforward historical record, so: 
 
�On scientific evidential grounds - sally forth 
�On scriptural evidential grounds - sally forth 
�We wrestle not against flesh and blood .... 
 
    End of Part Two 
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8  YEC WEBSITES, BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, DVDs 
 
a YEC WEBSITES 

� www.csm.org.uk = UK-based, long-established, solid, 
excellent pamphlets 

� www.creation.com = excellent website and resources 
� www.answersingenesis.org = excellent website and 

resources  
 
b www.fsmins.org 

� www.fsmins.org / publications … (or) via email at 
ojdb80@hotmail.com: 

� “Six Days, Darwin Or Both?” – Oliver Bayley = free pdf 
download 

� “The Significance of Early Genesis” = the headings and 
contents used this evening = free pdf download 

 
c Books 
�“The Long War Against God” – Henry Morris 
� “The Authenticity of the Book of Genesis” – Bill Cooper“ 
�“The Genesis Flood” – Whitcomb & Morris 
 
�“The Great Brain Robbery” – David C C Watson 
� “The Lie – Evolution” – Ken Ham 
�“Has Darwin had his Day?” – David Rosevear  
 
�"He Made The Stars Also” – Stuart Burgess 
�“Astronomy and the Bible – Questions and Answers” – 
Donald B DeYoung 
� “Darwin and Darwinism 150 years later” – Ian McNaughton 
and Paul Taylor 
 
� “The Dawkins Proof - for the Existence of God” – Richard 
Barns 
�“In the Beginning” – Paul Taylor 
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� “God’s Promise to the Chinese“- Nelson, Broadberry and 
Chock 
�“Ape-Men – Fact or Fallacy?” – Malcolm Bowden 
�“The Puzzle of Ancient Man” – Donald E Chittick 
 
d As we finish, a reminder ... 
 
�“Good Science always affirms Scripture” 
� “For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, 
the sea and all which is in them, and he rested on the 
seventh day …” (Exodus 20.11) 
�“Millions are in the valley of decision” 
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